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COST TO SELF =

COST TO BUSINESS

We spend most of our time at work. When 
our wellbeing is less than optimal and we can't 
manage our stress, then we can't learn effectively, 
we can't make changes that will stick, we can't 
communicate well, and we can't do our best work. 
This threatens our ability to achieve success in 
business and in life. 

A meta-analysis by The School of Life

found that happy, healthy employees are

30% more productive, make 30% more

sales, and are 3 times more creative.

Helping your team become better versions of 
themselves, enables you to create a more effective 
and sustainable business, producing better results 
on all fronts.  
 
Growth Sessions are especially designed to help you 
and your team do this. 

Unhappy, stressed people don't work well.



Growth Sessions can help you to 
achieve more of these positive 
outcomes in the workplace:

Better results in any of these areas translate to a 
healthier bottom line for your business. 
 
A bottom line which takes account of your people 
as well as your profit.

BETTER SELVES =

BETTER BUSINESS
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Increased attention, mindfulness and focus 
Improved performance and productivity 
More effective collaboration 
Heightened creative thinking 
Friendlier customer service 
Higher levels of trust, engagement and job 
satisfaction 
Reduced absenteeism and increased retention 
Opportunities to innovate around company 
culture and process 



HOW DO GROWTH

SESSIONS FIT IN?

1) Perhaps your business is too small to warrant a
dedicated HR team or formal personal
development programme? If you're finding it tricky
to support your team's needs adequately, because of
your size, then Growth Sessions can help fill this gap. 
 
2) Maybe your company already has some form of
wellbeing programme or an HR team looking after
wellbeing needs? If that's the case, this service is
beneficial as an add-on to existing initiatives you've
got running. 
 
3) You may already have these bases covered?
Instead, you're looking for new and interesting ways
to keep your team engaged, to build and support a
healthy, vibrant culture.  
 
Either way, you've come to the right place.  
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Businesses with knowledge workers on the team (e.g. designers, engineers, solicitors, marketers, etc.). 

Organisations wanting to challenge the status quo and improve the way they do business. 

Business owners seeking guidance on how to help their teams perform at their best. 

WHO IS THIS SERVICE FOR?
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Business professionals in purpose-driven companies striving to innovate in

their fields, including: 



WHO AM I?

I'm a behaviour design consultant, writer, trainer 
and mentor, with a background in communications 
and project management. 
 
Over 20 years, working across diverse sectors, I've 
discovered that people have the same wellbeing 
and performance challenges, no matter what they 
do. 
 
I've also experienced wellbeing issues first hand. 
It's why I'm determined to help others build a 
stronger foundation to live and work at their best, 
no matter what life brings to their door. 
 
My focus is on digital health, habits and behaviour 
change, and my aim is to raise awareness, build 
resilience and support wellness in the workplace. 
 
I'm a word nerd and nature lover ... and a bit of a 
goof ball sometimes too, because life's too short 
not to be!
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Hi, I'm Michelle Bondesio 



WHAT I DO ...
I offer short talks, workshops and strategy sessions. They open 
up the discussion around awareness, digital habits, wellbeing 
and potential, to initiate behaviour change. 
 
My aim is to challenge traditional work cultures, create more 
nurturing environments to work in, and empower people to 
take charge of themselves. Focus areas include self-care, EQ, 
mindfulness, digital habits, peak performance and behaviour 
design principles. The aim? To create better outcomes from 
how we live and work. 

Workshops

The workshop sessions are based on the three pillars of the 
Growth Sessions Framework © (Care, Know and Do). 
Tailored to your specific situation, they can build upon each 
other and are deliberately structured with the end goal of 
making positive change, for your team and your business. 
 
For example, I run standalone stress management workshops 
for teams of up to 10 people. The focus is on building 
resilience, supporting better self care and improving digital 
habits, as these all impact on our performance. 
 
As add on-workshops, I also run skill-specific sessions which 
focus on mindfulness techniques and productivity systems. 
These usually follow on from the initial stress management 
workshop, as part of a larger workshop package.
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This format is a less intrusive way of raising awareness, 
opening up the conversation, encouraging learning and 
reducing resistance to change.  They also help flag where the 
bigger challenges may lie. This can lead to deeper 
discussions about improving a company’s existing work 
environment.  

Other Services

Post-Workshop Consulting

Based on workshop outcomes, if you need help implementing 
further company changes, the next step is a strategy session 
to support the business team in doing so. I facilitate, but the 
decisions are made by the team. 
 
The workshops are the first step though, as they create a 
more level playing field for change and help identify specific 
issues that may exist within the environment and culture. 

I also offer one-to-one mentoring and run online training 
courses for independent business professionals.

A typical workshop package follows this format: 

An introductory meeting to assess your company’s existing 
set up and potential needs
2-3 x staggered, intensive Workshops following the Growth 
Sessions Framework ©. 
The workshops are 90-120 mins each, and can build upon 
each other.
I work with teams of up to 10 people per workshop



READY TO ACTIVATE MORE OF YOUR TEAM'S POTENTIAL?
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For more information on how Growth Sessions can help you build more effective, productive, 
resilient teams to enable better business outcomes ...  
 
     Visit: https://bondesio.com/growth-sessions/ 
 
    Contact: Michelle Bondesio - hi@bondesio.com 


